French A Level
Transition Materials: Year 11 - 12
A Level French preparation!
Here are some ways that you can work on your French – either in preparation for A Level or just
because you’re missing it…
A good starting point is to complete the activities in the GCSE AQA workbook – the answers are in
the back and this will help practise listening, reading, translation and grammar, all of which are key
skills for the A Level. It would also be a good idea to keep learning the vocab on Quizlet…
In addition to this, you might want to do the following:
Grammar:
Go to the grammar section on languages online and go through each of the sections to revise
grammar you know from GCSE and to start to look at some of the more complex grammar needed
for A Level. You should try to memorise key irregular verbs off by heart and you can find a list of
these in the present tense section
Reading:
You could read some articles in the magazine ‘géoado’, which is a magazine aimed at teenagers in
France and should have lots of current and interesting articles. You can either just read these for gist
or you can read for detail and translate them and pick out new vocab to add to your Quizlet
accounts
Listening:
Below you will find some screenshots of a French playlist from Spotify – you could either follow this
or just listen to some of the songs.
You could also type ‘un jour, une question’ into youtube and watch some of the vidoes on there with
or without subtitles. There are all sorts of different ones to listen to, so pick something of interest!
Again, you can either just listen for gist or if you feel like a challenge, you could switch the subtitles
off and try to transcribe what you hear, then check with the subtitles
Film and TV:
The more French you hear, the better and it also helps you to develop your cultural awareness. You
should be able to find lots of French movies and series on Netflix (go to World Cinema) and All$ (go
to Walter Presents) and of course, you could always just watch Peppa Pig in French!

